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FOREWORD

This report has thad classified material removed in ordir to
make the information avjilable on an unclassified, open
publication basis, to any interested parties. T his effort to
declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to
support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Review
(NTPR) Program. The )bjective is to facilitate studies of the
low levels of radiation received by some individuals during the
atmospheric nuclear test p-ogram by making as much informatici
as poss'ble available to all interested parties.

SThe mdterial which hcs been deleted is all currerntly
classified as Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under
the provision of the Atoi,;ic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended, or
i. Natiortal Security information.

This r2oort has been reproduced directly from available
copies of the oriqinal material. Tne locations from which
materifl has been deletea is generally obvious by the spadings
and "holes" in the text. Thus the context of the material
deleteu is ideitified to assist the reader in the determination
of whetner the deleted information is germane to his study.

It is the belief of the indi/iduals who have participated
in preparing this ,eport by deleting the classified material
and of the Defense Nuclear Agency tiat the report accurately
portrays the zortents of the original and that the deleted
-_i teri i is of little or Po significance to studies into th'e
amounts or types of rad,-.tion received by any individuals
during the atmospheric nuclear test .`rogram.
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lPREFAC

Authority was obtained for pat1icipation in Operation TEARY".
at the Nevada test site in 1955 under Project 8-12-75-001, "Tessie
Jones."

Investigations of field fortifications as a part of Exercise
DESERT ROCK VI, Operation TEAPOT, were made under the supervision
of Mr. Nathaniel J. Davis, Jr., Project Engineer, in conjunction
with other field work under the direction of Mr. John G. Lewis,
both of whom are employed in Special Projects Branch, Engineer Re-
search and Developrent Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
Troops from the 95th Engineer Combat Battalion, Camp Desert Rock,
performed the required construction with 1st Lt Guy 3. Jester, from
the Field Fortifications Section, The Engineer School, providing
valuable assistance. The Ballistic Research Laboratories, the Chem-
ical and Radiological LAboratories, the Evans Signal Laboratory, and
the Naval Ordnance Laboratories provided essential support. Grate-
ful acknowledgment is made to Dr. T. G. Walsh, Special Projects
Branch, for contributing that portion of the discussion on nuclear
radiation and to Mr. F. A. Pieper, Special Projects Branch, for con-
tacts and planning required to establish blast instruzrentation and
for his assistance relative to evaluation of data therefrom.
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SUMKtARY

This report covers a field fortifications test conducted as apart of Exercise I nES c" ?VJQeration TEAPOT. The test objec-
tives of this project were: to determine the protection afforded
against atomic weapons by new field works which were designed foruse against conventional weapons; to obtain data for modifications
to these designs to gain better protection against atomic weapons;
and t/) study design criteria, improve construction techniques, and
develop concepts of tactical employment for field works applicable
to future warfare.

The fortifi-cations exposed to TEAPOT shot No.._ code nmne4
MET), a 1400 -ftd ~ ~ ~~ of 2 L.3 KT, were

Macnie gun emplacements and shelters. Post, cap, and stringer-
type construction predominated. Peak overpressures to which thefortifications were actually nubjected were 65, 48, and 37 psi.

Measurements of peak overpressures, gaimna radiation, and neu-tron flux were made at several locations in the structures.

Tests revealed that the degree of structural damage at a givendistance from ground zero (GZ) depends largely upon the elevat'.ion
of the structure in relation to ground surface. The vulnerability
of structures in descending order is: (i) structures located ov
the ground surface; (2) structures located partially below theground surface; and (3) structures located totally below the
ground surface. The damage to Lurface and se'1ieurface structures
from lateral or drwsa forces is at least equal to or more revere
than the damage caused by vertical forces. Joint3 and fastenings
play as significant a role in structure survival as do the materi-
als themselves. Operation TEAPOT shoved that field fort"fications,
especially belcw-grade-level shelters, can be constructed to with-stand blast effects of moderate intensity, but the effects of both
prompt nucleF.r radiation and, to % lesser extent, blast pressure
inside the itmctures, will dictate the range at which occupants of
these structures will survive. It appears that fighting emplace-
mento of the semisurface type ceo- survive at 30 to 40 psi overpres-
sure; end that, depending on tlŽ,-e entrances, shelters can withstand.
almost twice this amount. Curr:ent blast damage prediction methods
in TH 23-200 are either overly ;'essimistia ar do not include infor-
mation on the damage to heavy tl-_ber structures oig the type ex.-posed
in this project.
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FIELD FORTIFICATIONS TEST

EXERCISE DESERT ROCK VI (U)

I. INT!RODUCTION

1. Subject. This report covers a field fortifications test
conducted as a part of Exercise DESERT ROCK VI, Operation TEAPOT,
under Project 8-12-75-001, "Tessie Jones." The test objectives
wer .: to determine the protection afforded against atomic weapons
by new field works which were designed for use against ccnventional
weapons; to obtain data for modifications to these designs to gain
better protection against atorn.c weapons; and to study design cri-
teria, improve construction techniques, and develop concepts of
tactical employment for field iorks applicable to future warfare.

2. Background and Previous Investigation. Efforts to obtain
atomic effects information on field fortifications began with Oper-
ation BUSTER JANGLE, one of the first of the atomic tests at the
Nevada test site, in the falh. of 1951. Prior to this Operation,
atomic weapons effects on field fortifications were approximated by
applying knowledge obtained from atomic detonations outside the con-
tinental limits of the United States (detonations over Japan and at
the Marshall Islands). The U. S. Army began Exercise DESERT ROCK
(its designation for participation in the atomic tests) with the
Operation just mentioned. Exercise DESERT ROCK I through V was con-
ducted in conjunction with Operation BUSTER JANGLE and with the two
succeeding Operations, TUMBLER-SNAPPER and UPSHOT-KNOTHOLE. As a
part of each of these exercises, field fortifications were exposed
at varying distances from ground zero (GZ). Although these exer-
cises furthered knowledge in this field, the recording of the ef-
fects on these fortifications was a mission secondary to troop in-
doctrination and observer orientation; as a consequence, the re-
ports on the exercises included only a minimum of detailed
information.

UPSHOT-KNOTHOLE Project 3.9 was an AFSWP field fortifica-
tions test conducted during continental atomic tests in the spring
of 1953. In this test, considerable emphasis was placed or the im-
portance of obtaining detailed information on the effectiveness of
various materials used a& revetment and overheed cover. The em-
placements which were selected to provide this information were
small command posts, machine gun em.placements, and two-man foxholer.
The report on Project 3.9 (2) contains a summary of the reports on
the DESERT ROCK exercises, as well as summaries of other related
structure tests that have been conducted in conjunction with the
various Operations, and the reader is referred to the aforementioned

report for further information on past testltively,

-lee
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the tests prior to Operatioa TEAPOT determinec, together irith the
objectives, dibtances from ground zero at which occupants of em-
placeiments were considereAl to be safe. It wos further determined
that field fortifications provided protection, but only a limited
quantity of conclusive information was obtaixed o)- the amout of
protection a forded. Becaase of the need for additiozul infora-
tion, this test, Project 40.15 was initiated. Project 40.15 origi-
nated as a result of eoordinatied efforts by the OCE and OCAFF where-
by the Corps of Engineers would provide plans, materials, and con-
struction supervision for a field fortificattons project as a part
of Exercise Desert Rock VI. It -.as intended that such a project
would fulfil± Exercise DERT ROCK VI requirements for troop indoc-
trination and observer orientation and also would provide the Corps
of Engineers with data from which to arrive at balanced field forti-
fication designs. A balanced field fortification design is consid-
ered to be one capable of providing adequate protection from HE
bursts as well as blast, radiation, and thermal effects of an atomic
burst.

•$ ThE test vas comyrised of twenty fortificýations exposed to .
TEaT shut No. 12 (code named MET), a 40O-ft tower Ivurst with an •
expected yield of 28+3 KT. Distances from ground zero were selected

so that the structures would be subjected to peak overpressures of
Sapproximately 60, 40, Jand 20 psi. These valuer, vev considered of
the right magnitude to cause varying amounts or dm-•. from which
the aforementioined objectives could 'be atcomplished.

3. Description of Stactures. The structures tested are
listed in Table I; in this table, I, J, and K are three types of
corrugated steel shelters whiph were 7.ositioned one each, of the
three types, at each of the three ranges. These designs were in-

eluded for test in the DESERT ROWX Exercise by the Exercise Director
and have been made a part of this report. In general, these have
been reTerred to aa the Sixth AnM structures.

Structures A, B, C, E, G, "xd TS were constructed from
plans draan by the Field Fcrtifications Section, Pioneer Branch,
The Engineer School (TS), Fort Belvoir, Virginia. These structures
vwere dasigne4 for protection against ceventional weapons only. IhA
S1D structure bas designed by the Pioneer Development Section,

MS, Fort Belvoir, V.rginia, to withs-and app•rolmtel$ 23 psi pea
overpresbure from an atomic burst. ThM coLT'ated metal arch and
the plywood dome, Types F add H, are ERDL designs. The former vws
ibneuaed in the tent to provide blast. effects information or a
structure constructed of ma',erials normally available to Engioeer
troops in the fieWd, and the latter was tested to provide data
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Table I. Structures and RPnges

Expected Distance
SType Description Overpressure from GZ(p€i) (9)

A 7' x 7' Machine gun emplacement, 60 l000
dimension timber 40 1150

20 4

-B 3 x 12' Modular shelter, 60 100c,
ditmension timber (two 8' x 6' 40 i150
sections) 20 14o0

. C 7' x 7' Machine gun emplazementi 60 10D)
notched diaension timber 40 1 50

20 i4oo

D 9' x 20' CP type underground 60 1000
shelter, dimension timber 110 1150

R 7' x 7' Machine gun emplacement, 60 1000
rcimd timber 40 1150

20 1W00

F 5' -Uiameter arch nwlacement, 60 1000
corrugated metal culvert, 12' long 20 1.00

G 8' x 12' Modular shelter, round 60 1000
a4miber (two 8' x 6' sections) 20 1W00

H 9' Diameter., prefabricated plywood 60 1000
do ae 20 1400

•1TWS Covered trenches to provide
eutrance to types A, B, 1, and G

I 4' Dimter shelter, corrugated 60 1000
culvert, 10' Ltug 10 1150

J 91' Diameter arch ahelter,+ 60 1000

• :corm-- te metai, I utiplatqe, 40 1150

22 og20 1110

SK 1i Diameter section of Armco 60 1000
buildng.. ated metal, 40 1150
I0; 2ong 20 1400



which would serve as a guide for the development and design of new
portable fortifications. Figs. 1 through 7 are isometric dravings
of structures A, R, C, E, F9 G, and H, respectively. Fig. 8 is a
photograph of a scaled model of the Type D structure. For those
structums requiring theA, trench cover sectioas (TCS) are shown.
11hree bays of TCS were used in the entrance construction for both
the wdular shelters and the machine gun emplacements. The TCS
were arrmaned so as to afford a right angle turn in the entrance to
the nodular shelters. Those structures that were constructed from
TES planu required., in some instances, minor changes in design at
the test site. Theae ebanges are reflected in the drawings.

Strctures A, D, E, and G (entrances included) were
sheathed vith 24-gage, galvanized, corrugated steel (depth of cor-
rugation J in. with 2-2/3 in. to the corrugation). The entrances
to the B structures uere also sheathed with corrugated metal; how-
ever, t+e shelters themas.lves were sheathed with 3-in. planking. A
brief 6escription of the primary structural components of each type
structure is contained. in Table ii.

All dimension timber structures were constructed of No. 2
ommon or bette-, rough, yellow pine timbers. The greater number
of these timbers were green as they had been cut only a few weeks
before shipment to the teist site. The round timber structures (E
and G) were constrQcted of Douglas fir logs. These logs, although
acceptable for construction of this type but not recommended for
test purposes, left much to be desired. They appeared to be well
seasoned (quite old.), and if brittleness is considered as an Indi-
cation of moisture, had a low moisture content. This conditioa is
normally suggestive of increasea strength, but here, certain condi-
tions, probably weathering, had caused a prevalence of "checks" and
"shakes." Checks andl shakes do not affect members subjected to
longituex'al compression, but they are detrimental in members sub-
jected to bending in that they reduce the shear value.

Drawings of the Sixth Aray structures are not available
for inclusion in this report, but it is believed that the photo-
graphs of these structures together with a brief description are
sufficient to portray to the reader the designs tested. Hollow
bulkheads (2-in. by 4-in. studding sheathed on both sides with 1-in.
by 6-in. plank) were constructed on both ends of the I and J struc-
tures and doors were provided in the entrance-end bulkhead. Both
ends of the K strictures were furnished with garage-type, metal
doors; however, onAy one end afforded aecess because the other was
backfilled, te K structuzes were further provided with 6 -in- by
6-in. center posts at each end and separated by a 6-in. by 6-in.
spreader that ran tbe length of the structure. These posts were
intended to afford lateral support for the doors. The corru&ated
netal in the structi-res measured approximately 3/32 in. thick and
was co•msidered to be 12 gape.

11
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Table II. Description of Primary Structural Components

S Lruý ture Item' Description*

A Cap 6" x 8" x 7'-0"
Sill 6" x 8" x 7''-0"
Post 6" x 6" x 6,-4"
Stringer 6" x 6" x 7'-0"
Spreader 3" x 6" x 6'-0"
Drift pin I" x 16"

E Cap 6" x 8" x .3-0"
Sill 6" x 8" x 8'-0"
Post 6" x 6" x 5'-10"
Stringer 6" x 6" x 6'-0"
Siding 3" x 6" planking
Drift pin .,1" x 14"

"C Cap 8" x 8" x 11'- 6 "
Sill 8" x 8" x iO'-0"
Wall member 6" x 8" x 10'-0"
Stringer 6" x 8" x i0' -0"

D Cap (room) 8" x 10" x l0'-14"
Post (room) 8" x 8" x 6'-io"
Footers (room) 2" x 12" plank placed on

"3" x 8" x h '-O" subfooters

-Cap (passage) 6" x 6" x 4'-0"
Post (passage) 6" x 6" x 6,-6"
Post (shaft) 4" x 4" x 13'-2"

W, x "x 6-8"
Spreader (shaft) 4" x 14" x 3'1-41

Bracing (shaft) 2" x 4"

Roofing 2" x 6" planking

E Cap 11"1 dia. x 7('-0"
Sill 13" dia. x 81-0"
Post 12" dia. x 6,-8"
Stringer 9" dia. x 7'-O"
Drift pin I" x 16"

F Metal arch Composed of three 51 dia. 10-gage
corrugated steel culvert sections,
flanged, 4' long

'Vertical culvert It' dia. 12-gage corrugated steel
lining culvert, •4' long

Footers 3" x 6" x 12'
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Table II (cont'd)

Structure Item Description*

G Cap 10" dia. x 81-0"
Sill 13" dia. x 81-0"
Post 10" dia. x 61-01'
Stringer 9" dia. x 61-0"
Drift pin At x 16"

H Plywood covering Total thickness 3/4" (3 layers of• " !-V Dlywood)

Ribs Laminated construction, 2-3/8" x
4-1/8"

Base plate Laminated construction, 2-3/8" thick,
6" wideA Cable Base of dorae encircled by -,, steel
cable

Entrance roof 6" x 6" x 5'-0" (stringers bearing
stringers on soil, span approx. 30")

TCS (di- Cap 6" x 8" x 12'-8" (continuous

nmension through two spans)
timber) 6" x 8" x 6'-4" (one span unly)

Post 6" x 8" x 7'-"
Spreader (top) 3" x 8" x 31-6"
Scab 3" x 8" x 2'-0"
Stringer 6" x 6" x 10'-0" (clear span 4,

overhang 24')
Footer 3" x 12" x 11-6"
Drift pin 5/8" x 16"

TCS Cap 11" dia. x 19'-0"
(round Post 12" dia. x 71-4"
timber) Spreader 7" dia. x 3'-6"

Scab 3" x 8" x 1'-6" (cut from log)
Stringer 9" dia. x 10'-0" (clear span 41,

overhang 24'')

Footer 12" dia. Y 61-8"
Drift pin -" x 16"

I Contained elsewhere in this paragraph

J Contained elsewhere in this paragraph

K Contained elsewhere in this paragraph

Log diameters are average dimensions and exceed from 1" to 3" the
diameters normally recommended for these structures.

I_
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-4. Site Layout and Orientation of S1tructures. The MET shot
was conducted on Frenchmen Flat, The structures weeplaced along
three concentric arcs centered at ground zero with radii correspond-
ing to the desired ranges. Te layout of fortifications at the
three ranges is shown in Fig. 9.

With the exception of the 7-ft by 7-a notched dimnsion
timber mechine gun emplacement., Type C, those structures with firing

1225AZEUTN

C IL

I~~~ 15CN. AI

4 A

__ • I, • "a',

3~ a

Fig- 9. ILayout of fourtifcti',qtons re~l•tl. to gromd z-ero.

'.. -, ... __.... . ... I .•- -•*"".-• gD&•- •



_. ports were or..end with firing ports facing away from ground zero;• thus, the overhanging roof stringers over the front firing pert

were exposed to the full effects of the blast. Structures D and F
were oriented with their principal axes normal to the line of blast
•ith the vertical entrance shafts on the D structure toward ground
zero. The Sixth Army structures were positioned with the entrances
facing 9&0 away from, or no-zagl to, the shock front.

5. Construction Techniques. All construction was performed
by A Company, supplemented by a platoon from C Company, of the 95th
Engineer Combat Battalion, Camp Desert Rock.

Before authority to begin construction at the test site
";as grauted, the decision was made that some of the construction
could be accomplished at another location and hauled to the site on
a later dats,. Accordingly, Types A, B, and C, minus the entrance
trenches, were constructed at Camp Desert Rock and hauled to thetest site on 20-ton trailers. Handling and placement of the struc-tures was accomplished with an M-59 wrecker. Some conjecture was
made as to whether the hauling (to a distance of approximately 17miles) and additional handling would weaken the structures, but

subsequent inspections revealed no ill effects.

Excavation and construction at the test site was begun on
25 January 1955 and completed on 17 Februa.ry 1955 at which time
construction of Types I, J, and K was begun. The ccastruction crew
averaged approximately 65 men per day. Except for the excavations
for the Type D structures which were slot dozed, all excavating was
accomplished with hand tools. Air compressor tools, especially the
clay spades, were used extensively. A clam shell was available but4 its use was limited to removal of loosened soil from the relatively
deep excavations required for the modular structures.

Sor Excavations for the Type D structures were slot dozed
oversize to allow ample working space around the ctructure. The
excavations for the other timber structures were dug 6 to 12 in.
larger than the over-all dinensions of the structure with earth
walls vertical and undisturoed. This did not allow sufficient work
space to nail corrugated metal sheathing on that portion of struc-
ture below ground surface; consequently, the sheathing on the log
emplacements and the dimension timber TCS was nailed only at above
ground locations and at below ground locations accessible because
of structure configuration.

I The structures were backfilled and covered with the dry,
noncohesive, desert soil. The backfill material was tamped dry;
thus, tamping did little more than assure that no large voids ex-
isted behind the sheathing. Most of the cover was placed on the
structnres with equipment, final shaping being accomplished by hand.

/!~
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It was intended that protection from radiation would be provided to
the extent of that afforded by 5 ft of cover materJal. A cover de-
sign typical of t4at used for protection from HE shell bursts was
not used, only soil. A layer of roofing paper was placed over each
structure to prevent cover material from sifting through cracks in-
to the structures. To attain and keep 5 ft of the dry, powdery
soil over the center of many of the emplacements meant diverging
somewhat from recommended sandbag placement. A rain near the com-

-- ' pletion of the construction phase of the test was beneficial be-
cause it caused the outer layer of cover material to crust and re-

main in place until test time.

Day-to-day accounts were kept of the man-hours and equip-
ment hours consumed in constructing each structure. The total re-
quirements for the various structures have been averaged and pre-
sented in Table III to show the average effort required for one
structure. Figs. 10 through 23 show random photographs taken dur-
ing and after completion of the construction phase.

6. Instrumentation. Various fortifications were instrumented
with available instrumentation to obtain measurements of air blast
and nuclear radiation. No instrumentation was provided to measure
thermal radiation.

a. Air Blast. Pressure measurements were made with BRL
pressure-time (p-t) gages and NOL indenter gages. Twenty p-t gages
were placed in eleven of the structures by personnel from the Bal-
listic Research Laboratories. It was desirable to use more than
this n=mboer of p-t gages, but the supply was limited. These twenty
gages were allocated to all but the log and Type C structures. Fur-
ther, this meant that only one or two pressure-time records could be
obtained per structure, except for the D structures which were al-
lotted three gages each. The gages were placed on the floors of the
structures and held in place with sandbags. The indenter gages,

which measured peak pressure only, were mounted in the log struc-
tures (Types E and G) and the Type B structure, at 1400 ft. Indent-
er gages were also used to supplement the p-t gages in several of
the other structures, namely, the two Type D structures and the
Type A, at 1150 ft. Furthermore, placement of the indenter gages
with the more accurate p-t gages would provide by comparison of
pressure measurements, some indication of the dependence that should
be placed on the indenter gage measurements in the log structures.
The Type C structures were believed to be especially vulnerable to
drag and therefore were not instrumented. The indenter gages were
mounted in clusters of four with faces parallel to the floor surface
on threaded lag screws in 6-in. by 6-in. wooden post mounts. These

xmounts were imbedded in, or firmly attached to, the floors of the
structures. No gages were available for use with the Sixth Army
structures.
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w --

I Al29q62
Nearing completion., GZ in direction of right foreground (note
rabbit ho3e entrance under solid wall)

II

-44'

A131114

Completed,, GZ In direction of left foreground

Fig. 12. Tyjpe C Structure.
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A1301)4 A13033
9' x 20' room., GZ to right Entrance construction nearing

completion, GZ in direction of

left background

0'400

A12915A1290
Entrauc passag,, lookng Matei oro 1 0

towad ve;,ial saft androo
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A13108Fig. 14~. Type D structure, before test', looking away fro~m GZ
(doors closed for test).

Fig.15.Typ Ej undr cnstucton.A13039
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bUnder construction A12937

I.

Z!!

-ea"riz"" completions GZ to right A-.2955

Fig. 17. Type F structure.
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. •Fig. 23. Type K structure.
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The gages were lozated Wi.iin tle structures at the

positions indicated in Fig. 24. No Jnstrumentation was provided
for measuring pressure on the outside. It was intended that over-
pressure and dynamic pressure measuremen+s at distances of interest
to the project would be obtained from othe: sources, principally
the desert blast line.

b. Nuclear Radiation. Measurements of both gamma radi-
ation and neutron flux at several locations in the structures were
made by personnel of the Army Chemical Corps. Gamma radiation was
recorded by means of NBS film dosimeters and three different types
of chemical dosimeters; the film dosimeters measured exposures in
The 500 r to 40,000 r region, while the chemical dosimeters measured
exposures in the region of 200,000 r. Neutron fluxes were recorded
by means of gold, fission threshold, and sulfur detectors; gold re-
corded the thermal neutrons; fission threshold, the neutrons of
intermediate energies (4 Key to 3 Mev); and sulfur, the high energy
neutrons (greater than 3 )Kev).

7. Test Results. The MET shot was fired on 15 April 1955.
The yield of the weapon as determined by radiochemistry was 22 KT,
6 KT less than the predicted yield, and definite evidence of pre-
cursor formation was noted. Peak overpressures at ground surface
along the desert blast line were approximately 65, 48, and 37 psi
at the 1000-, 1150-, and 1400-ft ranges, respectively. The dynamic
pressure measurements at a 3-ft height over the desert surface along
the main blast line revealed pressures of well over 160 psi at the
1000- and 1150-ft ranges and approximately 110 psi at the 1400-ft
range.

First efforts toward recovery of effects-measuring in-
struments were attempted on D-day and D+l by the agencies concerned.

A Heavy contamination at these relatively close ranges and the condi-
tion of the structures impeded this operation to the extent that
some o1 t+he instrumentation, primarily that at the 1000-ft range,
had to be recovered on subsequent days. Because of a stiff breeze
which formed dense aust clouds of the disturbed soil in this close-
in area, photography and detailed examination of the damage were not

completed until several days after the shot, at which time the re-
maining p-t gages w.ý iudm.nter gages were recovered. This recovery
delay in no way iLpmpaired the quality of the gage recordings.

a. h ersure Measurements. -Maximum pressures recorded

by the FRL p-t gages und the indenter gages are presevted it Table
IV. The p-t records were read and interpreted by ML personnel and
made available for thiu report. They axe described in greater de-

tail in denter55 () .- Pi•esrcducsions of these records are Ehoh-w in
?ig. 25. The indenter gagý pressures listed in Table IV vf-re ob-
-tained by averaging the rvet!d-rs of gagees in the clusters described
iu paragraphi 6a.
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Table IV. Peak Pressures Recorded in Structures

Range 1O1400t 15Q.•-
Psi at Ground Surface L7 8 (3--

Main Blast Line '2.: I .S~Ito "

Structure and Gage Pressure Gage Pressure Gage Pressure
Gage Locations (psi) (psi) (psi)

p-t Indenter p-t Indenter p-t Indenter

A TCS 49.9 30.8 41.6 16.8
Center of 4O.0 22.8 28.8 15.8

emplacement

STCS* 30.6
First modular 38.5 33.0 11.6-*

section

D Bottom of * 19.8
shaft

Intermediate 15.0 13.14
passage

Center of room 14.6 16.8 16.3 16.5
Corner of room 19.3 16.8

E CS * 54.5 34.6
Center of 37.0 3o.6

emplacement

F Center 50 27.1

G TCS 73.7** 19.9
First Modular 37.4 16.6

"section

H Center 46.8 14.3

* Not recovered or no record.

** Not considered reliable.
*** Gage mounted in inner modular section. Structure was modified

for use by the Chemical Corps.

.--
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A-1, TCS, 49.9 psi, 401 msec

A-i, center of emplacement, 40.0 psi, 398 msec

A-2, TCS, 30.8 psi, 422 msec

A-2, center of emplacenent, 22.8 psi, 467 msec

1i00 msec

Fig. 25. Trac1Xmgs of p4t gag records.
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- -

A-3, TCS, 16.8 psi, 4 msec

$ 42

A-3, center of emplacement, 15.8 psi, 49T msec

-i

4-•,

B-1, first modular section, 38.5 psi, 471 msec

Fig. 25. (con•t't)
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B-2, -Lm, 30.6 psi, 482 msec

B-2, first modular section, 33.0 psi, 1462 wsec

D-1, intermewdiate passage, 15.0 psi, 508 msec

o00 msec

Fig. 25. (cont'd)
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D-2., bottom of shaft, 19.8 psi., 673 msec

D-2, center of room., X6.3 Psi., 674~ msec

F-1i, center, 50 psi., 220t msec

F-3, center., 27-.1 psi., 546 maee

Fig. 25. (contld)
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b. Radiation Measurements. The gamma ray and neutron
measurements are presented in Tables V and VI, respectively. These
results were obtained from RI-1l21, the report for Project 2.7 (3).

c. Structural Damage. Structural damage varied fromI very light damage to complete destruction, and the overpressure ob-
tained at the selected ranges was considered satisfactory to attain
the objectives of this test. Structures partially or completely
above the ground surface suffered much more damage than did those
placed entirely below ground. Structures which were built entirely
above ground were severely damaged by drag forces, and evidence of
the effects of these forces was readily apparent in most of those
structures partially above ground. Table VII summarizes the damage
to the structures. The effects of the blast on each structure are
described in detail as follows:

(1) Damage to 7-Ft by 7-Ft Machine Gun Emplacement,_
Dinersion Timber _A). This structure was located at each
of the three Dreseure ranges.

(a) 1000-Ft Range. Although access was possi-
ble through both entrances, this structure was severely
damaged. Fig. 26 and 27 show damage to the right and
left entrances, respectively. (Note: To understand such
directions as right, left, and rearward, the reader should
assume the observer was facing GZ.) Mhe front and rear
TCS caps (6-in. by 8-in. by 64-in. span) were brokea in
every span, and the cross bracing was pulled from the
posts, and, in several instances, broken. Fig. 28, which
is a photograph of the interior .of the TCS looking from
'eft to right, gives some idea of the extent of the dam-
age. The caps failed in a surprising number of ways:
(1) typical bending failure (Fig. 29); (2) bending fail-
ure caused by the horizontal component of the loading
(upper left corner of the jhotograph in Fig. 28);
(3) horizontal shear through the vertical dimension (end
of the caTp showing in the photograph in Fig. 26); and
(4) a splitting or tension failure in the rear cap over
an interior post which may have been started, initially,
by horizontal shear. The splitting failure was a longi-
tudinal separation of the cap along its vertical dimension
and can be attributed to two opposing forces: (1) the
rearward force transmitted to the cap by the roof stringer
spikes; and (2) the restraining action of the drift pin
which festened the cap to the post.

Post dtnage was limited to tCat shown in
the photograph in Fig. 28. One post in each entrance was
b!vwn completely cut of ponition; but as the posts were

Si I I . .... -. . . . . - .. • G .. . . . °- f .,••L ••. • •- :""-• :-: •; -- . _W " i , __ . '.. .
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Table VII. Summary of Structural Damage

Type
0o1 Distance Damage Remarks

Forti- from
-fication GZ (Z )

A-I 1000 Structure almost totally de- Not repairable.
strojed. TCS caps broken in
"every span. Emplacement roof
and caps displaced rearward
arproximately 4'. Structure
leaning rearw&a: approximately
3'. Numerous Joint failures.

B-1 1000 no majnr damage. Entrance 2/3 Repairs possible
filled with dirt. Sheathing and practicable.
at doorway blown into struc-
ture. Posts, caps, and roof
stringers st-ucturally sound.

C -O 1000 StructiuLre blown away. Not r.•.pairable.

D-1 1000 Both entrancec severely dam- Not reprirable.
aged. All caps fai-ed. No

post daiage.

1E-I 000 Completely collapsed. Many Not repairable,

broken timaber3.

F-I 1000 Corvugated metal collapsed Not repairable.
rearward over emplamement.
Emplac-bent filled with dirt.

G-1 1000 Entrance 2/3 filled with Minor repairs
dirt. Structure in excellent necessary.
condition.

lH-i 1000 Completely collapsed. Not repairable.
Excavation filled with dirt.

T-1 1000 Entrance works blown into Terrific missile
shelter. No noticeable arch hazard.
deflection. Zatrauce filled

• w~ith dilrt..

o-w 1000 Entra:ac works blown into Terrific missile

sh<elter. Arch- Pushed i~wawr hazard.
approximately '1 on O ide.

Entrance filled with dirt.
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of Dstne Table VII (cont'd)

of Distance Damage RemarksSForti- frim,

fication GZ_ _ _ _ __

SK-1 i000 Entrance doors blown into Terrific missile
shelter. End bulkhead. pushed hazard.
into shelter approximately
18". Approximately I" perma-
nent arch deflection.

A-2 1150 Major damage but fever timber Repairs possible
failures than in A-I. One but impracti-cable.
span of TOS cap broken. Fit-
ing ports and aprons destroyed.
Structure leaning rearward
approximately 1'. Roof string-
ers and caps removed from cm-
placement posts. Joint

failures.

B-•2 1150 Similar to B-I damage. RBpairs possible
Sheathing at doorway blown aid practicable.
into structure.

C-2 1150 Structure blown away. Not repairable.

D-2 1150 Damage about the same as D-I. Nct repairable.
Cap fractures not so b&d as
those in D-I.

E-2 1150 Entire structire scverely Repairs possible
damaged. Th-re posts brok-n. but impracticable.
One TCS cap splintered. TCS
roof moved rearward about 2'.
Emplacement stringers removed.

1-2 1150 Same as I-1. Terrific missile
hazard.

J-2 1150 Same as J-1 except no arch Terrific- missile
daa ge. haard.

CK-2 1150 Entrance doors blown into Terrific missile
shelter. End bulkhead pushed hasard.
into shelter approximately 8".I No arch damage.
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Table VII (cont'd)

Type
of Distance Dam,ge Renarks

Forti- from
fication GZ (')

A-3 1400 Right entrance constricted by Repairs possible
collapse of rear TCS wall. and practicable.
One span of TCS cap broken.
Emplacement in relatively good
condition. Entire structure
leaning rearward about 4".

1B-- 1400 Structure modified and Repairs possible
equipped with blast door for and practicable.
use by Chemical Corps. Door
removed by blast. Portions
of diffusion board damaged.
Negligible damage to basic
structure.

C-3 1400 Structure blown away. Not repairable.

E-3 1400 Superficial damage. Minor repair
necessary.

F-3 1400 Corrugated metal collapsed Not repairable.
rearward over emplacement.
Emplacement half filled with
dirt.

-C G-3 1400 Entrance 2/3 filled with Minor rerairs
dirt. One post pushed inward necessary.
by lateral earth pressure.
No cap failure.

1H-3 1400 Structural damage tbroughout. Not repairable.
Partially blown away.

1-3 1400 Same as I-i. Terrific missile
hazard.

J-3 1400 Same as J-2. Terrific missile
hazard.

K-3 1400 Same as K-2 axcept end bulk- Terrific missile
head damaged less. hazard.'I
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not broken, this damage is considered to be joint failure.
Joint failure was noticeable throughout the structures.
No roof stringer failures occurred.

Damage to the corrugated metal sheathing
on the rear wall of the entrance -rrench was severe, but
it is believed that much of this damage was caused as a
result of timber joint failures.

The emplacement proper suffered dauage
comparable to that of the trench cover section with the
exception that "the caps did not fail. Instead, they were
forced from the posts with roof stringers intact and
moved rearward approximately 4 ft. Fig. 30 is a photo-
"graph of the damaged right wall of the emplacement which

S e collapsed rearward. The left wall, having added strength
because of the firing port member, was not damaged as
thoroughly as the right. No post failures occurred in
the emplacement. Both firing ports were destroyed and
the aprons were blown about 25 ft to the rear.

About 3g ft of earth cover remained over
the trench cover section. A more uniform covering would
hzve resulted, but displacement and structural failure of
timbers permitted the powdery cover material to fall into
the structure. The emplacement proper was approximately
two-thirds filled.

(b) li50-Ft Range. Damage to the Type A struc-
ture at this range was similar to the damage at the 1000-

I ft range; however, bevere damage was noticeably less and
wmore localized. Figs. 31 and 32 show damage to the right

and left entrances, respectively, and Fig. 33 is a view of
the interior of the trench cover section looking toward
the badly damaged right entrance which was approximately

4 •one-half filled with cover and backfill material. Only
one cap failed in the entire structure. This, was a bead-
ing failure of the right front span. The only post fail-
ure, apparently a bending failure, is shown in Fig. 34
which is a photograph of the left rear wal I of the trench

Swicover i pection.

Da amage to the emplacement proper is shown
in Figs. 35 and 36. The caps and roof stringe'Ls were Dot
moved to the extent they were at the 1000-ft range. Dis-
placement was approximately 1 ft to the left rear. This
displacement caused about 2 cu yd of earth cover to fall
into the strocture. Both firing ports and the aprons
were destroyed. Fig. 37., a view of the structure looking
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toward the aprons, shows the over-all damage to the earth
cover as well as the susceptibleness to blast of the sand-
bags used at the entrance and firing ports.

(a) 1400-Ft Range. Significant structural dam-
age at 1400 ft was confined to the right side of the
trench cover section (Fig. 38). The right entrance was
constricted by the collapse of the rear wall, apparently
as a consequence of post-to-cap joint failure, but the
left entrance was in relatively good condition (Fig. 39).
Fig. 40 is a photograph of the right rear wall taken from
inside the trench cover section. This same figure showsi the only broken cap which was opposite the collapsed rear
wall. Fig. 41 is a closeup of this cap failure. The en-tire structure was out of plumb about 4 in., and as a re-
sult, early stages of joint failure were evident. (Note
the loosened scabbing in Fig. 40 and the cap in Fig. 42
which was raised off the post about 1 in. by the diagonal
brace. Fig. 43 shows a portion of the two walls which
contain the firing ports. Two firing port members, one
in each wall, were canted slightly from the effects of
the blast within the structure. One end of each lower
apron stringer was loosened; otherwise, the aprons were
undamaged. Only a small amount of cover material obstruct-
ed the fields of fire.

(2) Damae to 8-Ft by 12-Ft Modular Shelter, Dimen-
sion Timber (Ty B. Structural damage to the three Type B
structures did not vary significantly at the different ranges.
As a result of caving of the entrance ramp walls and cover ma-
Sterial, the entrances into the trench cover sections were par-
tially filled with earth, thereby decreasing the clear height
to approximately 24 in. Figs. 44 through 46 show the entrance
damage at the three ranges. Fig. 47 shows the entrance to B--
from inside the trench cover section. This was representative
of the condition of the entrances at all three ranges,

The principal damage to B-i and B-2 was to the
exposed section of wall at the doorway into the shelter proper.
Failure of the door stud allowed the sheathing to be blown in-
ward. Although the same repair problems were presented at
both ranges, the damage at 1150 ft was not so severe as that
which occurred at 1000 ft. Figs. 48 and 49 show the damaged

V- wall in B-I. The wood sheathing on B-I was forced outward 3 to
I in. from the posts on all but one side of the shelter. In-
spection revealed that the roof had not raised. The modular
structure at the 1400-ft range was modified to permit tbe Chem-
ical Cor•s to evaluate CBR protection afforded by diffusion
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board lining in this type of shelter. 1  The modifications con-
sisted of a blast door and baffle wall installed to protect
the diffusion board from blast pressures. Damage incurred by
this structure consisted of the removal of the blast door (Fig.
50) and destruction of portions of the diffusion board liner.
Damage to the basic shelters and entrance trench was negligible.

(3) Damage to 7-Ft by 7-Ft Machine Gun Emplacement,
Notched Dimension Timb (Type C. Little can be said for the

2 •Type C structures other than that they were completely destroyed
by being blown away. Figs. 51 thr-ough 53 show the remains of
the structures. (Note the scattered, broken timbers in the back-
ground in Fig. 53.)

(4) Damage to 9-Ft by 20-Ft Underground Shelter,

Dimension Timber (Type D). Damage to the two Type D structures
was so nearly the same that a consolidated description of the
damage will suffice. Because of entry difficulties and the al-
most identical damage, it was decided that photographs of the
damage inside of both structures would not be necessary; there-
fore, interior photographs were made of D-1 only.

Before entering D-1 it was apparent from the
sunken condition of the ground surface that the structure had
been damaged. A dish-shaped depression, approximately 2 ft
deep, was observed in the ground over the D-1 structure; the
depression was only approximately 1 ft deep over the D-2 struc-
ture. A brief examination of the vertical entrance shafts to
both structures revealed that they were severely damaged and
the trap-door-type entrance coverings destroyed. No part of
the doors could be identified in the debris at the bottom of
the shafts; and, although a hinge from one of the doors was
found 1400 ft from ground zero, this is not felt to be suffi-
cient evidence from which to determine how the doors responded.
Most of the damage to the entrance shafts appeared to have been
caused as a result of lateral pressure exerted by the backfill
material against the sheathing which, in turn, pushed the braces
and spreaders into the shafts, thus promoting severe displace-
ment or failure of the 4-in. by 4-in. corner posts. In all in-
stances, the upper halves of the shafts were badly damaged.
Damage to two of the entrances was such as to allow considera-mI
ble quantities of backfill material to fall into the shafts.
Subsequent sluffing of the earth at one entrance almost sealed
off a horizontal passage in the D-2 structure. The access lad-
ders, which had been constructed on the front walls of the
shafts, were completely destroyed. Figs. 54 through 57 show
the dazaged entrance shafts.

1. E. H. Engquist, Evaluation of CER Protective SMelter, Project
!!2.lif, Operation TMAPO, 1.955., cited in (3) in Bibliography.
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SAn inspection of the interior of the structures
revealed that all 6-in. by 6-in. caps in the passages and all
8-in. by 10-in, caps in the 9-ft by 20-ft rooms were broken.
No failures other than bending failures were noted. All of
the 8-in. by 10-in, caps and several of the 6-in. by 6-in.
caps in the D-1 structuie were completely separated at the
fractures, whereas, in the D-2 structure the fractures were
not so severe. Figs. 58 and 59 show the broken caps in the
room and the right entrance passage, respectively.

All of the 2-in. by 6-in. roofing in the en-
trance passages of D-1 failed (Fig. 59) except that in the
outer passage at the junction of the connecting passage. At
this junction, crossed, double roofing was used, and no fail-
ures occurred in either structure. The only roofing failures
in D-2 were over the blast pocket at the ends of the two outer
passages. Here, the roofing span was only 2 ft, 6-in. less
than another span which did not fail. The 2-ft span, however,
was simply suported, and the longer span was continuous through
two spans of 2• and 2 ft. A brief investigation of the spans
revealed that the extreme fiber stress in bending, from unit
loading, would be greater in the 2-ft simply supported span.

Fig. 60 is a photograph of the 8-in. by 8-in.
posts in the front wall of D-1. No damage to posts was in-
curred in either structure other than the crushing effect of
the sagging caps on the inside top edges. If the posts were
out of plumb it was not perceptible. The 6-in. by 6-in. pass-
age posts were not damaged in either structure. they also ap-
peared to be plumb.

Several pieces of scabbing were split by the
sagging caps in the main room of the structures; however, the
scabbing did not fail to carry out the purpose for which it
was interded. Little or no horizontal movement of the caps
occurred.

The only sheathing damage of any significance,
other than that in the entrance shafts, was in the blast pock-
ets. The sheathing across -he ends of the blast pockets, a
3-ft span, was bulged inward considerably on both structures,
but in only the left blast pocket of the D-1 structure was it
bulged sufficiently to allow the dry, noncohesive, backfill ma-
terial to enter the structure. The funneling of this material
into the structure caused a cavity on the outside which eventu-
ally reached ground surface. In the center background of Fig.
55 can be seen a cavity that was formed as a result of the
failure of the 8-in. by 10-in, cap at the entrance to the room.
The failure of this cap combined with the lateral earth pressure
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S~sed aan inwari displacement of one of the sheathing nailing
S;Ostt at the entrance, thereby forming an opening throughSwhich backfill material flowed into the structure. Inspection

revealed that blast had not caused any direct drzage to the
flooring in either of the structures; and indications were
that the footings were not damaged in any way.

() D age to 7-Ft b 7-Ft Machine Gun Emlacement,, ~Round - (Typr 9•-). The round timber machine gun emplace-•
ments, which were oriented aud constructed in a mnner similar
to the dimension timber machine gun emplacements, sufffered iore
damage at the 1000- and 1150-ft ranges than did the dimensioni •timber emplacements. Damage at the l4OO-ft range was compara-
ble to that inflicted on the dimension timber structure at this
.range. A description of the damage follows:

S* (a) 1000-Ft Range. The emplacement at this
range was !.capable of even partially withstandirg the
effects of the blast. Destruction vas complete and in no
way localized. Some idea of the extent of damage can be
obtained from Fig. 61.

(b) 1150-Ft Range. Damage to the structure at
this range was in excess of that caused to the dimensicn
4timber emplacement at the same range; .n fact, it was
comparable to th-at inflicted on the dimension timber em-

* placement at the 1000-ft range. Damaee to the right and
left entrance is showa in Figs. 62 and 63, respectively.
Perhaps the most impressive damage caused to any of the
structure3 is the two broken posts shown in Fig, 64 which
is a flew from right to left throxigh the entrance trench.
This damage is indicative of the loads transmitted from
the forward was! to the rear wall of the entrance trench
by the spreaers betweeL the posts. The front cap i the
entrance trench was badly shattered (Fig. 65); and, al-1 -though the rear cap did aot fail, it was moved reazrvard
Gpprcaimately 3 ft. The roof was completely removed irom
the emplacewmut proper (Fig. 66). Post displacement in
the emp.acement wms negligible as compared to the displace-
ment of the pcsts in the diaension timber emplacement. The
emp~acement was approximately twz-thirds filledL with cover
material.

I ~(c) !LC-f Rng. The log mach~nm gun empluze-
ment at thiu ra-e suffered only light damage throughout.
rvo fail'ures oecurred to critical members. Pige. 67 and 68
show the damage to She right agd left eutrances, re3pec-
tki-,y. Vall ý-_nbers (posts axA eossbracing) in the en-
trance trench withstood the effects of -he blast well.

- _ 4
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0The only noticeable displacement in this et-ructere was
approximately a 2-in. rearward movement of one sud of the
rear cap (Fig. 68). OrO.y one sheatbing failure occurred

_•n the entrance trench, nasely, the one in the rear valI
and adjacent to the side firing port apror. OtLeef sheath-
inga, although bulged inward, was effective in ho&ding the
lackfill material. Except for sevwrely bulged sheat'!Lng
wa one wall, the emplacezent proper -ia3 not dawaged (Yig.
69). Fig. 70 ic an ove,,-all viewi of the atruct-are whizh
sitows the general condition of the cover material and the
MfAng port aprons.

(6) Damageto 5-Ft Diameter Cor atedl M•etl Airch
F). Little diTerence was noted in the amc-unt of T e

to the two emplacements. At both the 1000- and l 140-it rauges,
•jae crýrrugated metal arches were flattencd rearward nver the
ex'avated portion of the emplacements (Fiv. 71 and 72). The
corrugatc metal culverts used to ievet thie walls of the exca-
vations were not dawaged significantly; however, the e ava-
tions were over one-half filled with cover material &hieL
eni,-red, through the parted sections of the flattened overheazt

(7)Due to 8-Ft My 32-Ft Modular Shelt~er, xund
Timber _(TU ). Approximately tie same. damage war inf-l'ted
on -- •-heetranc-- -e to both strmcturez, namely, caving or entvnrmce
ramp wtll; and entrance cover material (Figf. 73 and 7h;- M-
entranue timbers to neither structure vwre daiwsed excupt for
the remcval of v roof stringer. Structural damage to G-I das
nonexistcLnt; whereas, lateral earth pressume on an extortr
wall bent of G-3 forced the upper end of the center post In-
'ward approximately 18 in. (Fig. 75-. Examination of t;2e post
revealed that the drIft pin had not '."een ce'iterel and that the
pic--chaped segment of the post zpliv along well -de fined chelis
SIn t+e wood. No otber damage resulted becauze of the failufE
of this post. As the sheathing wv's omitted at •he left of thn'
doorway, the outer modular section waa not damaged 3s wva. th-
err • ti9f tv timber structure. The corrugrete metal s&thiuga
whiclz w used throughout this type sheltr, wms bu3.ge 5nwar*t
more on the entrance trench than oa the vAular 6ections; but,
aL c • ho3e, it was in good conditi-n.

(a) Dainge to 9-Ft Diamester, Pre±'ab-ricated P~o
Dom Ib J.Te yl~ywood domae at the lOC -ft , adlus un to
st÷oyd 1ýeý recogitioit 1. the excavation was fOid with
6 &!Lrt. Fiiý> 76 is o' v , loodkig towar4 !Z, of the rewains cl
the em:Lqs.cezent. At t-be 14CO-ft raage, atpprnximately one- hMrd
of the dome wat deatroyed. q'e raoint-dng n s• tntC.&.
but severe.1l CePi&-d (Fig. 77). The pox tion "itt vas~6'~4
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Scontained the firing port and faced away from GZ. Failure of
the laminated ribs and the sole plate were no+•d throughout
the structure. Almost all these failures occurred at a Joint
in the ?amination (Fig. 78). The firing port aproa ou beth
structures was blowin rearward and destroyed. Jll of the 6-1z.
by 6-in. ro-of stringers on the si'mple, crawl-type entrance to
the H-I structure were broken, whereas on H-3 cnly tIte stringer
supporting -hat portion of the dome that spanned the entrance
trench was broken.

(9) Damage to Sixth Ariw Structures (Types I, J,
andK•. From the stardpoint of arce, failure these structures
withstocd the blast pressure well; however, entrance damage
to,. all structures was severe. Arch damage occurred in only
two structures. The worst w-is a l-ft depression :in the GZ
si'de of J-i, while in K-1, the 6-in. by 6-in. timber spreader
wani knocked out and the top of the arch was depressed approxi-
mamely i inch. No other 12rmanezut arch deflections were noted.
The most significant damage to these structures was the failure
of the entrance bulkheads an, doors. All or part of the en-
trance works in every 3tructure were blown inward and in most
structures against the opposite wall. The entrance excavations
c-,ntaLne- considerable amounts of loose soil, most of which had
been cover material, and two of the entrance arobes were cov-
ered when exwmine,2. The bulkheads in the rear of the I and J
structures vithstdod the pressure t.ransmitted by the backfiUl
,materia1; however, the metal doors opposite the entrance on
K-I ani K-2 were forced inward approxicately 18 and 8 in., re-
spectively. Figs. 79 throu;gh 82 show damage to the Sixth Army
istructures.

III. DISCUSSIOR

A consfder21le amount of valuable information was obtained
frcm this test, T-timately., the data obtained should provide a
basis for new designs as well as kodificdtions to present d&signs.
Furthermore, the test will be a source of data for improvempntz in
constiuectln tecbniques, utiliation of construction materials, and
con'epts of tactical employmeni.

Although overpreisures "ern grenerelly higher thbv intendeci,
that is, as much as 70 percent at the l00-ft range, this conditioD
v-as roy detrimental te ý ahe succese of the test. ror the group of
structures as a whole, a finite bracket oa blast (and proApt rcdia-
Uou) damage was obtained, supported by several insuacts of pro-
gressive failure over the three ranges. A milder e'ffectu level
w•Ud have cauxed a!e•3 aawge e-Dd made discrimination of the -egree
0.1' damage more difiieult, p art'. .i,,rly •,et-ieen the Ui50- and 14CO-
ft ranges.
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8. Air Blast _valuation. The 'r -sure data recorded in the •
strictures must be accepted with saul £uo. 'lhe geges ýr±formed as
well as could be expected; but, if oje ct utid;rs +he cnditio:.s
under which some data were recorded (high dust concentration and
flying debAli), much data would be termed suspect. Voro gage "oca-
tions and duplication of gages at locations would havc providei
more confirmed pressure data. The p-t gage recordinGs (Fig. 25)
show several malfm-ctions. The gage in H-1 and R-3 .recorded a peak
pressure but failed to record pressure as time passed. (Records
from these gages were not legible, and us tracAinss were made for
inclusion in the figure.) It is apparent that the 1~t. recordaig
obtained ýn F-1 is incorrect, The positive phas• duratinn was only
228 msec as compared to 546 msec in F-3. 'This sliue_ din -ion ý,as
probably caused by dirt clogg'ng the presstwx orifice, an occurrence
which was likely, considering the poeition of the gage. Some. shock
wave arrival time data in the structures was obteined and examined,
but the precision with which the p-t gages measurei the arrival dime
was not sufficiently accurate fox mnaking valiU ccnparisons. Many of
the indenter gage discs registerzd multi-Di inde~ntations, some of
'which were distorted. Any deviation from a single , uniform indlenta-
sbion mE-kes interpretation of records mor< dW.ffictlft, and, cop-sequent-
ly, causes more scatter iL the final data. Of all the emplacements
instrumented, the shelters (Types B., D, ax& G) probably provided the
most leliable data. The amount of data obtaine(l in Types B and G
provided only limited comparisons of pressiure between structx-re,
however, no evidence indicated that Lh,- data obtain.ed were not of
the right magnitude. The indenter anna 1-t gage tieasurements compare
favorably in both Type D Struct-=rs, with 'the iud~eritcar wsa.es regis-
t,'ring slightly higher pressures. The Indenter gages mountea in A-2

recorded pressure 25 to 33 percent hbgiger than di the p-t gages.
The indenter gages in E-P recoreded pressure approzima'ely 30 p*-rcent
higher than did the indenter gages in A-2, and the Inudnter gage
mea.iurements obtalned in E-3 were approximately twice- the p-t gage
readings in A-3. The difference between indenter gage readings rwed
p-t gage readings can be attributed to several factors ýWica can bo
considered as acting indepi .dently oz 5-n combination. Among these
factors would be the relative sensitivity to short duration refle%,t-
ed pressures, the relative sensitivity to acceleration pulsev, and
other differences in the physical characreristics of two types of
gages.

Records show that int.riors of structures which were rela-
tively opxei were subjeosted to p•:essures .f approximatly the same
magnitude, rise time, and duration as recorded oi the outside.
Structures with limited acGss (Types 2, D, e G) showed cc!o'aere-
ble modificatio- of the slape of the blast wave which reached. their
interiors. Significant reductions o.r peak o-verpre.vur.-s occurred.
The longest riae times and greatost pressuae teductiona were crb-
served in the D structures Waich had The emallest optnings ctm=pa-r-

:. .....1. •-" . &• • -.
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to internal volume. Long rise times are significant. AccordLig to,
White in his report on bioluglcal effects of blast (9), from The
staadpoint of casualties, it is impoitant to consider the rate of
pressure rise as well as peak overpressure.

9. Nuclear Radiation Evaluation. Radiation measuayaenas
taken inside Type A revealed that, although the structure with.t-ood
external pressures of 37 psi, both the gamma and neu,;tron dosee fax
exceeded lethal values, being about 2600 1' and 1000 rem, respective-
ly. TI an attenuation factor is defined as the internal dose dlivid-
ed by the external dose, and the measureme.ts made wLth no lithium

shielding en the film badges are used for determiniing gamma at÷nnua-
tion, and the measurements made with gold detectors are used for de-
Te-mining neutron attenuation, limited data reveal that the Type A
structure provides an attenuation factor of about 0.363 to gamia
radiatioL and about 0.280 to neutrons. Thus, it is clearly pointed
out that when weapons of kiloton yields are used, protection from
overpr-ssure cannot be considered as the sole parameter for deter-
miniTib the protection afforded by structures. Hovever, when weapons
of megaton yields are employed, tha nuclear radiation at the distance
to which 37 psi extends would probably be insigaificant, and over-
pressure would be the predominant factor for deteroiuinz thoý d-grefo
of protection obtained.

Type 13 structure afforded good protection from nuclear
radiation although significant doses, approximately 100 vem. from
gaa riays plus neutron7, were recorded inside the structure at the
1190-ft range. The attenuation factors for Type B were about 0.00.
for garna radistion and varied from 0.002 to 0.0002 for neattons.
Typ-! G structure, which was a iuplicate of Type B except tbat, ir
was Constructed of logs instead of eimension timbers, displayed the
same characteristics as to nuclear radiationE. Its attenuatiou
factors were measured as 0.001 for both gamma radiatior and naelitrons.

"The Type D structure permitted 150 rem total dose of gazxna
radiation and nevtrons to be recorded on the inside at a range of

1150 ft. Its attenuation factors were 0.001 for gamma radiation and
0.0001 for neutrons. In Types F and H, the instruwunts were not re-
covered., becau:_% both structures were severely damaged by the blast
pressures. Consequently, no rttenuation factors can be presented

- for thoge types. TMe factors for Types I, J, end K were approximate-I ly 0.002, 0.2, and 0.5. lespectively.

10. Structural DEamge Ev-i- tiun. The results show that the
degree ot ctruituxal damage d- *•r-s largely on the elevation of the
structure in re.1at.ion to grounc, surface. Accordingly. the si.ruc-
tures can be clasaified ab (1) surface, that is, strictures located
on tround suaTace; (2) semisurface, that is, structures located.
partially above groand surface; and (2) subsurface, that is, struc-
tures locatee, totally •elow gpouril surface.

4m
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0.. Surface Structures (Types C and F). Damage to these
structures indicates that any pre .ical surface fortification would
probably have been severely damaged at these test locations. At
all ranges these structures were smnsitive to drag. The C structure
was almost completely removed, even at the 1400-ft range, and the
overpressure at which it would have survived cannot be determined.

The F structure, which -was flattened rearward at both locations,
afforded only little more protection than did Type C. Survival
would not have been possible in C and probably not in F. Test re-
sults on Type F do not necessarily give a true indication of the
performance that can be expected of a partially buried corrugated
metal arch structure designed as a machine gun emplacement and
should not serve to obviate further work on structures of this type.
As a fighting emplacement, the corrugated metal structure still
possesses a definite potential whirh can be exploited more fully by
reducing the height of the arch above ground surface as much as pos-
sible and thus lessening the cross-sectional area exposed to drag.

b. Sewisurface Structures (Types A, E, and H). In gen-
eral, the A and E structures showed comparable damage from the blast
at the 1400-f.. raZge, but the E strictures at -he 1000- and 1150-ft
ranges showed more damage. Structv- a)l damage to both types of
structures at the 1000- and 1150-ft ranges was sufficient to have
made casualttes of any occupants. It would not have been possible
to repair either of the structures at the 1000-ft range; and, al-
though repairs to both structures at 1150 ft would have been possi-
ble, they would not have been practicable. Poth structures at this
location, however, were still capable of affording a limited amount
of protection from the hazards of conventional warfare e-ud could
have beer remanned for an expected assault after clearing some de-
bris. It is unlikely that serious casualties would have resulted
from flying debris in either A-3 or E-3. and both structures could
have been repaired with no great amount of difficulty. It would
not have been necessary to make repaizs in either of these struc-
tures immediately. The comments in this paragraph regarding c'isual-
ties caused by structural failures have been made simply to convey
.o the reader additional information as to the seriousness or extent
of damage. The pressuras recorded in these structures were suffi-
ciently high to cause serious bodily injury, Lrd measured prompt
radiation was wel1 into the lethal range.

Several points regarding worthwhile desig. changes
were noted a- a result of well-defined progressive failures obtained
between ranges for both the A and E structures. Most notable of
these is perhaps the spreader arrangement between the -ra3ls of the
entrance trench. From Fig. 10 it can be seen that the spreaders
were located between and at the top of the ca-, and it i, telieved
that many of the joint failures or separations can be traced to this

arrangement. The lateral forces imparted to the ground zero side of

iiA
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the entrance trench by the shoc% wave and the ensuing drag forces.

would be transmitted. to the cpposite wall of the trench by the
spreaders and to a Lesser extent by the roof stringers. Thus,
forces which caused a moment type loading in the post were trans-

mitted not directly bv the spreader but by means of t',e drift pin
and scabbing whieh connected the cap to the post. Sr'a- transmis-
sion is conducive to joint separation. Figs. 27, 31, 32, and. 38
in the appendix show damage believed to have been influenced by
this wedging action of the spreader between the caps. Figs. 28,
30, and 40 show several stages of joint separation of interior
joints. (Note the damaged post in Fig. 28 which is believed to
have been caused by the scabbing, ebown in horizontal position ou
the adjacent post, overriding the post.) Because oanly oversized
spreaders were available for the E structures, more of 'he load was
transmitted directly to the posts by the spreaders, and the result-
ing damage differed somewhat from that of the A structures. Figs.
62, 63., and 68 show damage -2nmilax to that of the A ctructures, but
the effects of the oversized spreader can be noteal, especially in
Fig. 68. i.s evidenced by Fig. 64 broken posts can be expected when
larger, lowered spreaders are used. The aforementioned post and
cap-to-post joiat failures tend to point out the necessity for low-
erirg the entranze trench in rslation to ground surface, thus mini-
mizing the effect of drag forces. If this were accomplished, prob-
ably no precise elevati.n for the entrance trench in relation to
the emplacement troper would exist. If the entrance trench were
constructed flush with the surface of the ground its elevation relti-
tive -&o the tmplacem-!nm 'wocid be dependent on the slope of the
ground. It should be remembered that the machine gun eaplacements
in this test were exposed on flat, desert ground aue. vere probably
damaged wore then they would have been if constructed on average,
rolling terrain and exposed to the same burst. Greater damage to
the g strucltures can by no means be attributed solely to a differ-
ence of materials or slight vaxiatý.,ons 3a design. Much of the dam-
age can "us attributed to the F structures extending approximately
36 in. above ground surface, cover excluded, as compared to approxi-
mately 26 in. for the A strattures. The adit..onal height increased
considerably the cross-sectional area expoaed to the drag forces.
Little advantage is derlved fro--. ti use of eritrance trench roof
stringers uhich extend as much as 2J ft past the caps. Against
atomic bursts the loading would bc approximately uniform; thus,
this amount of overhang %ould about doubU the load on the caps.
One advantage of the long roof strirmer was noted. Where caps did
fail the roof atringer was supported by the soil and complete col-
lapse of the structure was prevented (ae3 Figs. 26 and 27).

So far. this discussion has dealt only with t-t- en-
trances to the A and E struaturee. However, these entrances are
considered important. and it is believed that had different entian-
ces or even a lowered entrance of this samw design been used, danage
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to the emplacements proper at 1000 ft and 1150 ft would have been
considerably less. The interior posts, caps, and roof stringers in
the rear wall of the e4trance trench were in contact with the ez-
placement, and an unadeterminable but large portion of the lateral
forces imparted to the entrance trench were tiansnwi0ted to the em-
placement causing considerable post displacement. Less displacement
in E-2 can be attributed to better bracing, namely, stronger spread-
ers in bota side walls.

It is obvious that the design strength of the H
structure was insufficient t. withsttAd tko pressures to which it
was subjected. In the surface and Eemisurface structures, drag
damage was apparent; however, in the H structure, it was not pos-
sible to associate much of the damage with drag forces. Certainly,
displacement of the firing port aprons can be attributed to drag,
but structural failures to both domes appears to have been purely a
result of overpressure. This vas substantiated in part., at least.,
by the failure of the roof stringers on the entrance to H-1. Unlike
the entrance to the A and E structures the geometry of the opening
ayparently provided a lag in pressure rise which caused a pressure
dif3'erential bufficiently high to effect failure. Unfortmately,
the p-t gage in each of these stru'ctures provided a peak pressure
measurement only and no pressure-time history. If a better bracket
on blast damage had been obt.ined, the vulnerability of this partic-
ular shape to drag forces might have been indicated. It rrny be sig-
"a ificant that the remaining part of the H-3 structure that was not
destroyed was not displaced laterally.

z. Subsurface S6rctures (Types BD D, G, 1, J andK1.

The noticeable sbsence, and in the D stracture, the dif!erence, in
significant structural damage to these structurss in co.carison
with those previously dircussed euph ýzes the amount o' damage
that can be attributed to drag. Both zodular shelters (11 and G)
were capable of withstanding the overgressure to -&ish they were
subjected. With the possiole exception of the caps in B-l, cap

S• ~faJlures in the Type B mod-rar sections mere nat expected; however,

failurc' of come of the entrance -zrench caps vex exr¢cted. tjl ex-
pected response of tho G structure. was uncertsin because Of the
condition of the logs. A comparison of the response of the entrance
trench caps w.th Vhe entrance stringers of H-1, vti-b were o'Aly 10
"in. below grouad surface, irdicates a more signifccoait amount of
pressure attenuation th-or'eh the cover materl al of the modular
structvres than had beeit expected. Damage to the sheathing at the
doora• y into B-1 and B-2 cam as no surprise because ibe stud was
not &esigaed to take any loading other than tbai. of static lateral
pressure from b.ckfill material. This de-=, Is of little conse-
quence as it could be prevented by desigring the stu-A to -Athstaad
the pressure; however, the simplest solution would be Lo onii• the
sheathing. Sheathing at this locatiou urns mOt included- on the G
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strucmures; consequently, no damage occurred at the doorway. The
absence of doorway danage made it appear that B-1 and B-2 were in-
ferior to G-1 when actually neither of the two basic structures was
dawged. The prest'ire buildup in B-1 was not appreciably higher
than that in P-2 (see Table IV); nevertheless, the differential
pressure in B-I was sufficiently high at some tiwe, presumably dur-
ing the decay phase, to force the sheathing outward from the posts.
This was the only conclusive evidence of a structure tending to
blow apart. The "pushed-in" posts in G-3 clearly demonstrated the
importance of good materials and quality wor1lmanmsb.p. It is inter-
esting to note that the mcp was not damaged as a result uC the loss
of this support or that the sheathing did not bulge sufficiently to
cause failure.

AAliough the Type D structure was nothing more than
a series of two-post bents (minus the sills and placed on coatinuous
footers), connected by plank roofing on the top and corrugated metal
sheathing on the sides, the absence of post displacenent indicated
that this amount of lateral support was sufficient. These shelters
showed daa~e different from, and iU excesz of, the other timber
shelters in that cap failures were extensive. A glance at the p-t
curves (Fig. 25) for these structures makes upparent the reason for
these cap failures. The -+, curves obtained in these structures
showed a slow pressure rise and a considerable difference between
peak overpressure inside and outside of the stractures. (The out-
side pressure considered is the peak overpressure recorded at the
saw-t ranges on toe desert blast line.) The differences in these
p-essure-time histories can be attributed to the combined effects
of the blast door and the entrance area-shelter volume ratio.

SThese phenonena resulted in a diffraction type loading which caused
the f'ailures noted. The contrast in damage between this and the
other timber shelters (B und G) at these reoes illustrates the ef-
fect of fast and slow pressure rise in the structures. In 1-I and
B-2, for example, had it not been for a faster rise to a relatively
high Inside pressure, caps in the entrance trench probably would
have failed. From the standpoint of withstanding lateral pressure
exerted by backfill material, the entrance shaft design appeared
inadequate. 1-rom observation of the damage to D-2 it is felt that
tlh±se shafts were probably the weakest parts of the structurE.. Dam-
aged vertical entrances are more difficult and possibly more danger-
ous to exit through than are damaged horizontal entrxa:ces ;md, there-
fore, should be at least as strong, preferably stronger, than the
rest of the Ltruc£ure. Damage to the shafts might have been less
hnd there been no blast doors, but with or withovt doors the neces-
sity for a different rhaft design is indicated.

The most signifizant damage t3 the Sixth Army struc-
tures was the failure of the entrance bulkbeads and doors. It
woAcl have been virtually impossible for an occupant to have survived
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the missile hazard associated with the damage. This damage further
emphasizes that against atomic weapons the entrances should be given

as much design consideration as the structure. Arch damage (noted
in only J-! and K-i) was less to the Sixth Army structures than to
the F structures because the Sixth Army structures were subjected

"r to peak overpressure only and not to a combination of overpressure

and drag pressure. These structures were placed from 6 in. to 2 ft
below ground surface and were covered similarly to the previously
mentioned shelters with 4 to 5 ft of earth rover. It is believed
that pressure instrumentation in these structures would have re.-,
vealed as a result of entrance failures, relatively fast rise times
to high overpressures which probably prevented further arch damage,
especially to J-1 and K-I.

11. Damage Criteria. The weapons effects information current-
ly published in TM 23-200 does not adequately cover the structures
exposed in this project. Recent develolments have been made in de-
sign and construction of fighting emplacements and personnel shelters
(7). Tests on structures representative of these designs (Types A,

B, E, and G) indicate that current blast damage prediction methods
are eiTher overly pessimistic or do not include information on the
damage to structures of this type. For purposes of predicting safety
to personnel, blast damage to structures must be considered concur-
rently with blast pressure and radiation levels expected inside the
structures. This implies that simple scaling of blast effects to
determine safe distances for field fortifications will not hold.
Thus, weapons effects predictions in terms of safety to personnel
rather than probability of structural damage would appear to have
more significance.

I
S~ IV. CONCLUSIONS

32. Conclusions. It is concluded that:

fm a. The degree of structural damage at a given distance
from ground zero depends largely upon thie elevation of the structure
in relation to ground surface. The vul3erability of structures in
descending order is (1) structures located on ground surface;
(2) structures located partially below ground surface; and
(3) structures located totally below ground surface.

b. The damage to surface and semisurface structures
from lateral or drag forces is at least equal to or more severe
than the danago caused by vertical forces.

c. Joints and fastenings play as important a role in
P structure survival as do the materials themselves.

.- = -• :--;.• •-- e , --- • -- ; i V,,, ,, _ .,l'•-•- • ... --- -,, -.•. " -
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d. Fleld fortifications, especially be7-cw-grade-level
shelters, can be constructed to withstand blast effects of moderate
intensity, but the effects of both prompt nuclear radiation and, to
a lesser extent, blast pressure inside the structures, will dictate
the range at which occupants of these structures will survive. It
appears that fighting emplacements of the serisurface type can sur-
vive at 30 to 40 psi overpressure; and that, depending on the en-

_ trances, shelters can withstand almost twice this amount.

ae e e. Current blast damage prediction methozis in TM 23-200
are either overly pessimistic or a, not bnclude information on the
damage to heavy timber structures of the type exposed in this
project.

f
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A1.3277
4 ~Fig. 26. A-1L structure, right entrance.

r III Ili.2 -r1w.. -r-7'-.:

Al 3276
Fig. 27. A-1 structure, left entrance.
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A-i A13228

Fig. 30. A1slxeturctar, empiacenrnmt wafl (Gz in direeti'2n -'f
left LoreSround).
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Fig 31 A-2 stutrrgh nrne
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Fig. 31. A-2 st'ruct-m efrgt en trane.Z
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A132303
Fi~g. 33. A-2 structure, rearx~ twa rd. left, entrance (GZ to

right)
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Al-3229
Fig. 35. A-2 qtri.cture, emp.La ement wall (GZ in Airecticn of
left- furegrounci).

Fig 36 -4tutrfotad5Ie!;Agpy' al
(loin rm. -)
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Fig. 39. A-3 structure, leght entrance.
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A13239
Fig. 40. A-3 structure, looking toward right entrance (GZ to
left).

I00

Fig. ~41. A-3 structure, right front TCS cap (looking toard23
GZ).
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A13238
:.n direction of left background)- ~lf G
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Fig. 43. A-3 structure, frone rand side firing h rt waTlslef G
(looking from GZ).
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Fig. 44. Entrance to B-1 structuxre.A127
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A1329

Fig. 45. Entrance to B-2 structure.
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Fig. 50 3-3 structu~re, blast door damage (izoking from~ G2I).
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A132 82

Z;53 C-1 5 tructILe .
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Fig. 52. C -2 structure. A39

I wife

r W41r

A13333
P~ig. 53. C-3 structure.
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-1 sructre.A13288Fig. 514. Righci :,ntralace shaft, D-1srcue

41'

A-13e87
Fig. 55. left entrance sbaft, D -3. structure.
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A.13290
Fig. 56. ?Lght entrance shaft, D--2 structure.
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Fi&. 58. Cap damage in D-1 structure (GZ to right). A33

-ji !

A132?36
Fig. 59. Entrance passage in D-1 structure ýlooking toward
GZ and vertical entrance shaft)-
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A1 32314
Fig. 60. Front vail of room in Dl-1 structure (GZ in d~irection
of right background).

-t.. - 5-

A1 3283
Fig. 61. Lpf t side of E-1 structure.
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A-A

Fi~g. 62. E-2 structure, right entrance. A39
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A13293
Fig. 63. E-2 structure, left entrance.
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Fig. 64. z-2 structure.. looking from right to left. through
TMS (GZ to right).

Al~itFig. 65. 3-2 structure,, portion of right side of fivat TidBvail (M~ Inin rection of right backp¶gmm).
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4P4

Fig. 66. Top view of E-2 emplacement (GZ to left). A39
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A13336
Fig. 67. E-3 structure,, right entrance.
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PU-75.P-:tdwazge in G-3structuare.
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Fig 7, -1 stutueA38



Fig. "77. 3-3 structure.
A1j2
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i•g. 78. Structural failure In A aoe, 1-3 struture

(Iwingtovard 4 )
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Fig 79 1- strutur ., geea ..-f nrnc G in d-

reto of lef foregound)
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r**F. 80. J- tutmgnrlvivo mme(Zi

rection of left forelvgron).
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7 1-

S ~A33261.
Fii. 81. K-3 stru-.ture., general view of entrance (Gz in di-
rection of left foreground).

44-

Al-326~4
Fig. 82. X-3 structure,, interior view (arch toward CZ).
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